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The Complexity of Soils

• Soils are extremely heterogeneous 
and complex mixture of:
– Minerals
– Organic Matter
– Microorganisms
– Water
– Gases

• Soils are dynamic and alive!
• Soils are affected by climate and 

management
• Soils have tremendous variability 

over all spatial scales



Wait a minute, aren’t you talking about �Dirt�?

• Modern soil science research is 
central to many of the grand 
scientific challenges of mankind:
– Food security and 

sustainable agricultural 
intensification

– Reclamation and remediation 
of mining and smelting sites

– Ecosystem functions in a 
changing climate

– Energy: Fossil fuel 
production, distribution, and 
delivery

• Speciation in soil systems often 
requires synchrotron x-rays

Biosphere
(biota)



Speciation with Synchrotron X-rays

Several useful processes occur when x-rays of interact with materials
• Absorption: This is useful for chemical speciation
• Fluorescence (XRF) This is useful for quantification 
• Scattering (XRD) This is useful to learn crystal structures

Tunable synchrotron x-rays allow one to perform all 3 measurements, either 
with bulk (~mm) or spatially-resolved (nm-um) beam size
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Scaling the Synchrotron Results to the Field

One of the challenges of 
a soil chemist is to match 
the research question 
and spectroscopy

– Technique
– Wavelength
– Spot size
– Number of samples

The other major 
challenge is to scale 
advanced molecular-
scale results back to the 
landscape



Case 1: Soft X-ray Analysis of 
Soils

Dynes et al., 2014. “Validating soft X-ray spectromicroscopy for quantitative soil ecology and 
biogeochemistry research" Environmental Science and Technology. 49 (2): 1035-42. 

Gillespie et al., 2015. “Advances in using soft X-ray spectroscopy for measurement of soil 
biogeochemical processes.”  In Advances in Agronomy New York, NY: Elsevier Inc.



Soft x-ray imaging Pros and Cons

✓ Many of the “elements of life” are light elements
✓ Many agricultural and environmental soil processes 

linked to SOC
✓ Large pool of soil N is poorly characterized and 

understood, despite its importance
✓ STXM beamlines are readily available and robust

✕ Radiation damage for C and N is a major problem
✕ Spatially resolved soft x-ray beamlines that are “soil 

compatible” are limited
✕ Sample mounting/preparation issues (epoxies are 

generally C based)
✕ Penetration depth and contrast are issue for soils



Using STXM for soil science research

• Resolution of 10-40nm  
– Poor compared to TEM but excellent compared 

to microprobes
– Limits field of view of samples

• Spectral resolution of ~ 0.25 eV
– Poor compared to bulk XAS but…

• Data is collected as energy stacks rather 
than in spots, so you get per pixel spectra

• Wide energy range so you can get 
speciation of many elements

• Transmission mode
– Makes quantification straightforward
– Limits thickness/size of samples



Using Image Difference Maps  for Soil Samples

• Essentially the same speciation whether 
you use chemical mapping on/off 
resonance (very fast) or collect full image 
stacks and analyze spectra with LC/PCA 
(very slow)

• This means one can quickly map Fe(II/III) 
and organics on large portions of our 
sample

This approach doesn’t work for all 
speciation questions



STXM Speciation Maps for large samples



CLS SGM beamline is a soft x-ray 
microprobe with ~10 um2 resolution. 

Partial Fluorescence via 4 SDDs

Slew scanning to avoid beam damage

Can do per pixel stacks, but images
typically collected on resonance for each 
element (for best contrast).

Can perform XAS imaging by collecting 
images at specific energies (e.g. 
Fe2+/Fe3+ or aromatic vs. aliphatic vs. 
carboxylic C)

Can collect XAS on spots or on entire 
sample

Another option: XFI with a soft x-ray Microprobe 



Gene Expression and Glucose Use
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Soft X-ray Compatibility with 18F PET Imaging



From PET to our synchrotron beamline
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Cryo-sampling of Rhizosphere for soft XFI



Case 2: Tender X-ray Analysis for 
Soil P Speciation

Hamilton et al., 2018. Chemical speciation and fate of tripolyphosphate after application to a calcareous 
soil. Geochemical Transactions. 19: 1.

Bulmer et al., 2018. Extent and Mechanism of Interaction Between Phosphate and Citrate in a Calcareous 
Soil. Soil Science Society of America Journal. 82: 315-322.

Alotaibi et al., 2018. Phosphorus speciation in a prairie soil amended with MBM and DDG ash: Sequential 
chemical extraction and synchrotron-based XANES spectroscopy investigations. Scientific Reports 8, 1-9.

Chen, T., C. Philips, J. Hamilton, B. Chartbrand, J. Grosskleg, K. Bradshaw, T. Carlson, K. Timlick, D. Peak, and 
S. D. Siciliano. 2017. Citrate Addition Increased Phosphorus Bioavailability and Enhanced Gasoline 
Bioremediation. J. Environ. Qual. 46:975-983.



• Long-term PHC release from leaking 
storage tanks is a common soil 
contamination pathway.  

• Excavation impractical due to size of 
plume.

• In situ remediation is attractive, but often 
stalls.

• Electron acceptors and microbial 
degraders are present, but nutrients limit 
bioremediation rates.

• Amendment of PO4 is difficult due to 
adsorption, precipitation with Ca, and 
transport limitations in the glacial till 
matrix.

Soil Chemistry and PHC Bioremediation



Bulk XANES on Reacted Soil Microcosms

Are these unique solutions? Is our model correct? A microprobe can help!

Different P amendments + soil Typical LCF Fit of P XANES



XRF Imaging: 12m +Tripolyphosphate



XRF Imaging: 12m + Fish Biochar



Case 3: Mapping Soil Minerals with 
hard x-rays and Laue micro-diffraction 

Hamilton, et al., 2018. Evaluating Synchrotron-Based Scanning Laue Microdiffraction for 
Mineralogy Mapping in Heterogeneous Samples. ACS Earth and Space Chemistry 2(11) , 
1161-1167.



Combined Micro-Diffraction and XRF/XAS

• At hard x-ray microprobes, Laue diffraction can be collected simultaneously 
with XRF using a high frequency area detector and polychromatic light

• This allows for mineralogy (XRD) and elemental associations (XRF) to be 
simultaneously mapped 

• Requires Phase identification and Rietveld refinement on sample prior to 
indexing

• Computationally intensive (to index) 
• Laue ideally would have a beam smaller than the particle size of crystals.



Spatially Resolved Diffraction

• In a model system 
(constructed mixtures 
that are large compared 
to beam) the technique 
works well

• Note that mapping 
minerals (quartz) can 
spatially locate elements 
not directly accessible to 
XRF (Si) 

• In principle, XAS could be 
performed on spots in 
sample to relate 
mineralogy with sorption



Spatially Resolved Carbonate Mineralogy

µm • Bulk XRD analysis said 
roughly 3%wt calcite and 
dolomite

• Almost all of the calcite is 
present in a large 
(~75um) particle

• Dolomite would be 
missed if relying on XRF 
hotspots (left) 

• Dolomite almost too 
small to see clearly with 
Laue (right)

Major Limitations are beam spot size (5x5 um at CLS) and indexing software (XMAS)



Case 4: Scaling Zinc XAS speciation 
results for contaminated site 

revegetation 

Elikem et al., 2018. “Effects of Chemical Speciation on the Bioaccessibility of Zinc in Spiked and 
Smelter-Affected Soils. Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry. 38(2)

Hamilton et al., 2016. Effects of Dolomitic Limestone Application on Zinc Speciation in Boreal Forest 
Smelter-Contaminated Soils. Journal of Environmental Quality 45(6)

Hamilton et al., 2014. Characterizing Zinc Speciation in Soils from a Smelter-Affected Boreal Forest 
Ecosystem. Journal of Environmental Quality 45(2). 



A Canadian Smelter Affected Site

• Flin Flon MB is home to an HBMS 
mine and smelter for copper and 
zinc

• High levels of Zn (10-20k mg/kg) 
and Cu (2-5k mg/kg); very acidic (pH 
3.0-4.5) due to SOx emissions

• Typical remediation method is add 
lime and neutralize acidity and lower 
metal solubility.

• There are many metal-affected soils 
where liming did not improve 
revegetation of contaminated sites.  

WHY?



Soil Contaminant Speciation at multiple scales

Stabilized soil

Eroding soil

Synchrotron microprobe 
Analysis

Zn speciation

Zn-Al HIM

ZnFe2O4

(franklinite)

Zn2+
(aq)

Adsorbed
Zn2+

Field-scale characterization
and sampling Bulk speciation via EXAFS



High Erodibility (red)
• Low pH leads to Al toxicity
• No vegetation coverage
• Lime is effective

Stabilized soils (blue)
• Higher pH, Al not toxic
• Much higher Zn concentrations
• Need more than lime to manage these 

soils

Major limitation is trying to understand 
a landscape with relatively few 
samples!

Linking site management with speciation



In Closing: The bright future of “dirty” research

• Modern soil science has a wide array of important 
research questions that must be addressed for 
society to function: 
– Food Security
– Environmental Sustainability
– Reclamation and rehabilitation

• Synchrotrons have developed a wide array of 
spectroscopic and imaging techniques that can 
integrate into plant and crop research at all scales.

• Many of these techniques will benefit from smaller 
beam spots and higher sample throughput, novel 
sampling environments, and increasing 
computational power 
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